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A surface structured extreme ultraviolet multilayer mirror was developed showing full band suppression of UV
(λ � 100–400 nm) and simultaneously a high reflectance of EUV light (λ � 13.5 nm). The surface structure consists
of Si pyramids, which are substantially transparent for EUV but reflective for UV light. The reflected UV is filtered
out by blazed diffraction, interference, and absorption. A first demonstration pyramid structure was fabricated on a
multilayer by using a straightforward deposition technique. It shows an average suppression of 14 times over the
whole UV range and an EUV reflectance of 56.2% at 13.5 nm. This robust scheme can be used as a spectral purity
solution for all XUV sources that emit longer wavelength radiation as well. © 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (340.7480) X-rays, soft x-rays, extreme ultraviolet (EUV); (310.6188) Spectral properties; (050.1970)
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High reflectivity multilayer mirrors (MLMs) are of par-
ticular importance in the EUV and x-ray region (XUV,
λ � 40–0.1 nm), since they enable the reflection of this
short-wavelength light. They are widely applied in ex-
treme UV photolithography, synchrotron radiation facili-
ties, and high-energy astronomical observations to select
the target wavelength with high efficiency. However,
many of the XUV sources currently used or investigated
in these areas, such as plasma sources [1], solar irradia-
tion [2], and high harmonics generation [3], have a wide-
band emission spectrum. The spectrum usually contains,
apart from the target XUV band, also out-of-band radia-
tion, which can extend to the UV or the visible region.
Moreover, these undesired wavelengths can be highly
reflected by a single layer, which makes it difficult to
be filtered out by a standard MLM. One notable example
is EUV lithography (λEUV � 13.5 nm) for manufacturing
at the sub-22-nm half-pitch node in semiconductor indus-
try [4]. The typical laser produced Sn-plasma EUV source
emits a large amount of UV radiation (λ � 100–400 nm)
[5], and part of the infrared light from the drive laser is
also scattered by the plasma [6]. All this out-of-band ra-
diation will be reflected by the Mo/Si multilayer, causing
imaging contrast loss and heat load problems. Therefore,
the spectral purity of the source has become one of the
challenges for applying EUV lithography in high volume
manufacturing [7].
In this Letter, we focus on UV spectral purity problem

while the IR filtering can be found in other references
[8–11]. Different methods have been developed to
suppress the out-of-band UV radiation in the reflected
spectrum, including multilayer gratings [12,13], anti-
reflection layers [14,15], and freestanding membranes/
filters [16,17]. However, these methods either cannot
suppress the whole band of UV light, or a large amount
of EUV power is lost due to the added structures. A
full-band UV suppression with minimum loss of EUV is
required for lithography at high volume production. Here

we introduce a new scheme for EUV spectral purity
enhancement based on diffracting pyramid structures
placed at the multilayer surface.

At near normal incidence, the 13.5 nm EUV light can
only be reflected by a periodic multilayer, usually Mo/
Si, while UV light is reflected by a single Mo or Si layer
of a few nanometer thickness. Si has very low absorption
for EUV due to its absorption edge at λ � 12.4 nm. This
opens up the way for a micron-scale tapered surface
structure made from pure Si that can scatter or diffract
the UV light out of the specular direction while the EUV
light is transmitted and reflected by the multilayer under-
neath. Different tapered structures can be used, includ-
ing the blazed grating and the pyramid, which can in
principle achieve similar suppression effects. Due to
the ease of fabrication described below, periodic pyra-
mids with symmetric facets were selected to act as
the UV filtering structure, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Two-
dimensional pyramids were particularly chosen instead
of the 1D ridge-like structures since the former one
has less silicon and therefore absorbs less EUV light.
The proof of straightforward fabrication and the effective
operation is described in the following sections.

To explore this new diffraction structure and obtain
the highest UV suppression effect, all structural parame-
ters shown in Fig. 1(b) were explored, including the
lateral period of each unit (p), the pyramid height (h),

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the pyramids-on-ML system. (b) Struc-
tural parameters of a single pyramid unit.
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the width of the top flat area (w), and the bottomwidth of
each pyramid (a). The tilt angle (α) of the facets is
defined as α � arctan�2h∕�a −w��. The diffraction effi-
ciency of this 3D structure (including the multilayer
underneath) is simulated using the DiffractMOD software
(Rsoft) based on the rigorous coupled wave analysis [18].
Height is a first critical parameter to impact the sup-

pression effect. Figure 2 shows the simulated UV reflec-
tance of pyramids at normal incidence with h � 50, 100,
150, and 220 nm. The period was chosen as p � 26 μm
(for easy fabrication) with a � p, w � 0. The total reflec-
tance of each structure (defined as the sum of the effi-
ciency of all diffraction orders including the zeroth-
order) and the standard Mo/Si ML reflectance are also
shown. These structural parameters represent a shallow
pyramid with no top flat area on the ML surface. For this
type of pyramid structure, the suppression of UV reflec-
tance comes from two principles: absorption of Si and
more dominantly the “blazed” diffraction. The total UV
reflectance of the pyramid-ML system is smaller than that
of a standard multilayer, and it decreases with increasing
height. This is caused by the increased absorption as the
light is diffracted forward and back through the thick Si
structure (considering the reflection from the ML). More-
over, the zeroth-order reflectance is much smaller than
the total R, and it drops even faster with larger height.
At a height of 220 nm, the UV reflectance is below 3%
over the entire wavelength range. This substantial sup-
pression of UV is caused by the blazed diffraction effect
of the pyramid, which shifts most of the incident power
to higher diffraction orders. The diffraction angles in-
crease with wavelength according to the grating equa-
tion, p�sin φ − sin β� � kλ, φ being the incident angle,
β the diffraction angle, and k the diffraction order. With
larger height, the blaze angle (a) is increased, which bet-
ter matches the specular reflection angle (from the facet)
with the diffraction angles especially at longer wave-
lengths. Thus more incident power can be shifted, and
lower UV reflectance is achieved over the entire range.
It is worth noting that the reflected power from the fac-

ets is distributed into a broader angular region (within
several orders) around the specular reflection direction
of the facet, compared to a blazed grating. This is due to
the 2D symmetric shape of the pyramid structure. In this
case, the specular reflection direction from the facets
needs to be matched at least to the second diffraction
order to reach a decent suppression effect. To limit

the absorption of EUV light, the height of the Si pyramid
was chosen as h � 100 nm.

A top flat area is the second critical parameter found to
determine the suppression effect. The UV reflectance of
100 nm height pyramid systems with top-flat width
w � 0, 0.3p, and 0.6p, (a � p) were simulated at normal
incidence, and the results are shown in Fig. 3. The UV
reflectance decreases with larger top flat area especially
at the longer wavelength range, but a local maximum in
the R curve appears around λ � 160 nm. The decreased
reflectance is caused by two facts. First, the larger top
flat area increases the tilt angle of the facets, which helps
to shift the incident power to higher orders. Second, light
reflected from the top flat area and from the valley part
between pyramids interfere with each other, and, given
the pyramid height (h � 100 nm), there is a destructive
interference at the longer wavelength, which helps to
further decrease the reflectance. Meanwhile, a construc-
tive interference also occurs at a shorter wavelength,
which causes the local maximum in Fig. 3. The wave-
length where the local maximum in reflectance appears
is smaller than λ � 2hpyra. due to the fact that the bottom
reflection partly comes from the tapered facets. As
w≥0.6p, the constructive interference becomes so strong
that it destroys the suppression effect. The discontinuity
of R around λ � 110 nm can be caused by the abrupt
change of Si refractive index. The bottom width of the
pyramid (a) determines the cover fraction of the ML sur-
face with the pyramid structure, �a∕p�2. It can enhance
both interference effects mentioned above by exposing
more ML surface, �a∕p�2 < 1. The reflectance of pyra-
mids with top-flat widthw � 0.3p and a � 0.9 p is shown
in Fig. 3 (blue curve). Compared to the one with a � p
(red curve), the reflectance of longer wavelength is
further decreased to below 12% while the local maximum
also increases. It is noticed that the local maximum po-
sition is now closer to the wavelength of λ � 2hpyra: �
200 nm, as the flat valley area is increased. If the top-flat
and valley area are set as w � a and �w∕p�2 � 0.5, the
pyramid structure is turned into a phase-shift grating [13].

The lateral scale (period) of the pyramid structure is
not a sensitive parameter for suppression. Within the
range of p � 1–50 μm, the lowest UV reflectance achiev-
able is the same for different scales. This is easy to under-
stand, as the period only determines the diffraction angle
while the facet angle and top/valley area can be adjusted
to shift the UV power to certain orders. A smaller period
will make the pyramid work out of the diffraction regime

Fig. 2. UV reflectance of pyramid-on-ML system with different
height.

Fig. 3. UV reflectance of pyramids-on-ML system with differ-
ent top-flat and bottom widths.
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of UV light, which is out of the scope of this Letter. For
even larger periods, the diffracted UV light is so close to
reflection (angular separation between reflection and
�1st order is ∼0.1 deg at λ � 100 nm, p � 50 μm), which
can make it difficult to separate the bands in practical
applications. Due to its 2D symmetric structure, the sup-
pression effect is also not sensitive to the out-of-plane
incidence angle (θ) and polarization (around normal in-
cidence). Although the reflectance will increase with
larger in-plane incidence angle (φ), the average reflec-
tance of unpolarized light over the whole UV band can
still be below 8% for φ ≤ 40 deg. Based on the simula-
tions, the EUV reflectance of the pyramid-coated ML with
h � 100 nm, w � 0.3p, a � 0.9p is only 11% (relative)
less than the standard ML. This is mainly caused by
the Si absorption since EUV diffraction from Si pyramids
is negligible. Thus this 3D Si pyramid-ML structure shows
a very high suppression effect over the whole UV band
with only a minor loss of EUV intensity. A proof of prin-
ciple pyramid structure was designed with parameters
listed in Table 1.
To fabricate the Si pyramid structure, a simple depo-

sition method was used, known as the half-shadowing
technique. Deposition through a mask (consisting of slits
or holes) can produce a gradient of the arriving-particle
flux within each half period of the mask structure. It has
been used to control the layer thickness profile and make
thin film micro-optics [19,20]. In the shadowing deposi-
tion, the mean free path of the particles needs to be larger
than the target-substrate distance implying a line-of-sight
deposition process. Different physical vapor deposition
methods, either evaporation or sputtering can be opti-
mized to satisfy this condition. However, sputtering sys-
tems usually work at relatively high vacuum pressure
[21]. The target-substrate distance has to be limited
and the impact from an extended target source is more
obvious. Thus an e-beam evaporation system was used in
this work. Fifty bilayers Mo/Si with a period of 6.95 nm
were deposited on the Si substrate in advance. A com-
mercial 2D fine grid was used as the mask. The open
width of each square aperture is 17.2� 0.3 μm, and
the line width is 8.7� 0.3 μm (period � ∼25.9 μm).
The grid thickness is only 2–5 μm. It was mounted above
the ML substrate at a distance of 200–800 μm to explore
the shadowing effect and optimize the shape of the de-
posited structure. After deposition, the precise shape
of the structure was characterized by an atomic force
microscope (AFM) as shown in Fig. 4.
The measured structural parameters are listed in

Table 1. Based on the AFM results, a pyramid structure
with period of 25.9 μm and height of 100 nm was success-
fully fabricated. It is noted that the AFM image has
been rescaled in x and y axis, while the real shape of
the pyramid is extremely shallow with a blaze angle
of only ∼0.8 deg.

The UV and EUV reflectance were measured at the
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Berlin.
During the UV measurement, the incident beam had a
divergence of 0.4 deg and a 0.5 mm aperture was used
in front of the detector in order to separate the diffraction
orders and the reflection from the pyramids. The UV re-
flectance of the pyramid-ML structure, and a standard ML
were both measured at 5° incidence angle, and the results
are shown in Fig. 5. Over the whole wavelength range,
the reflectance of the pyramids-coated ML was greatly
suppressed to 0.1%–10.5% from 100 to 400 nm. Compar-
ing the mean reflectance of a standard ML (52.9%) with
the pyramid-ML structure (3.8%) shows that an average
suppression factor of 14 was achieved over the entire
range. Moreover, a maximum suppression factor of
>300 was obtained at λ � 122 nm, as can be seen from
the logarithmic scale plot in the insertion. This sharp min-
imum is mainly caused by destructive interference effect.
The wavelength position of this maximum suppression
can be tuned by changing the pyramid height. It can
be used to suppress some strong emission line in the
spectrum. The simulated reflectance curve using the
parameters obtained by AFM fits very well with the mea-
sured result indicating a correct theoretical model and
accurate structural characterization. Thus a full-band
UV suppression device based on diffraction pyramids
has been demonstrated.

EUV reflectance was measured at the uncoated and
pyramid-coated ML area on the same sample. The inci-
dent angle was 1.5 degree off normal, and the results
are shown in Fig. 6. The peak reflectance of the uncoated
standard ML is 68.3% while the Si pyramids-on-the
ML sample shows a reflectance of 56.2%. The EUV
“transmittance” at 13.5 nm of this system is defined as
Rpyra:∕RML � 82.2%, significantly higher than the free-

Table 1. Structural Parameters of the Pyramid

Period
(μm)

Height
(nm)

Top_w
(μm)

Bottom_w
(μm)

Design 26 100 0.3p � 7.8 0.9p � 23.4
Fabrication 25.9 100 9.0 23.9

Fig. 4. AFM image of the fabricated pyramids.

Fig. 5. Measured UV reflectance of the pyramid-on-ML system
and the MLM. The reflectance curve in log scale is shown in the
insertion.
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standing membranes [16]. As the pyramids are made of
Si, which is almost nonreflective for EUV radiation, the
diffraction and scattering of EUV light can be
neglected. By using a slit, e.g., at the image plane of
the mirror, the UV diffraction can be blocked, resulting
in transmission of the EUV part of the spectrum only. The
larger drop of EUV reflectance compared to theory (theo-
retical “transmittance” Rpyra:∕RML � 89%) is caused by
absorption for several reasons: the fabricated top-flat
and bottom width are larger than designed, and the
amount of Si deposited is slightly larger than the volume
of the 100 nm pyramid (∼5 nm thickness excess layer at
the bottom of pyramids) due to imperfections of the
shadow deposition process. Furthermore, the surface
Si oxidized into SiO2 of typically ∼2 nm thickness [22]
and covered the whole surface area of the pyramids.
To further improve the EUV reflectance, the source

emission spectrum can be taken into account during
the pyramid design. The Si pyramids fabricated here
exhibit a high suppression effect over the whole band.
However, the maximum integral suppression needed
depends on the amount of UV power generated in the
plasma source and its spectral distribution [23]. Relatively
higher UV reflectance at certain wavelengths may be
acceptable, i.e., less height or top-flat width of pyramid
is required and thusmore EUV power can be gained back.
In summary, a novel micron-scale diffraction pyramid

structure integrated with short-wavelength reflecting
MLMs was designed and demonstrated using a straight-
forward fabrication process. Based on the combined ef-
fects of blazed diffraction, interference, and absorption,
the first Si pyramid-ML system shows an average UV sup-
pression of 14 times in the band from λ � 100 to 400 nm
and a maximum suppression factor of >300 at a specific
wavelength. The EUV reflectance of this prototype is
56.2% at 13.5 nm. To the best knowledge of the authors,
this is the first time that a multilayer-based structure can
achieve such a full band suppression through the entire
UV range and maintain high EUV reflectance. The struc-
ture of the pyramids can be optimized to further reduce
the EUV loss. Due to the simple blazed diffraction and
interference effects, the pyramid scheme can be easily
applied to other wavelength range and applications such
as high harmonics generation source or astronomical ob-
servation to suppress the long-wavelength background.
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